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QUESTION 1

What is one way today\\'s apps and data are different from the past? 

A. They live on multiple platforms, from the data center, the cloud, and the network edge. 

B. They are more likely to be coded with proprietary software languages. 

C. They are consolidated in a centralized data center and typically accessed in one way. 

D. They are not expanding as rapidly as they once were, but require more dedicated security. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What is a sign that a business is ready to modernize their IT infrastructure? 

A. Executives accept that modernizing the infrastructure will take several years to complete. 

B. The company wants to enhance customers\\' experience and gather data to uncover insights about customers. 

C. Executives understand the need to automate IT in order to implement new technologies. 

D. IT managers want to maintain control of the IT infrastructure by ensuring that traditional IT processes remain intact. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer is interested in open source cloud technologies. What should you tell the customer about HPE Hybrid IT
solutions? 

A. HPE has years of expertise in proprietary cloud technologies, which are a better fit for most customers. 

B. HPE recommends open source approaches only for customers who need to integrate with Amazon Web Services
(AWS). 

C. HPE has extensive partnerships with open source projects such as OpenStack and Cloud Foundry. 

D. HPE recommends against open source-based solutions because they tend to lock customers in. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You have identified a potential hybrid IT prospect. This customer has already virtualized much of the data center,
although a few workloads run on bare metal. The customer also has some cloud services. The customer wants to
continue using some public cloud services but bring other services back to the data center. 
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Which approach should you take with this customer? 

A. Approach the customer with a pre-packaged HPE private cloud built on hype re on verged Infrastructure. 

B. Avoid wasting more time on this opportunity because the customer is already committed to public cloud. 

C. Take a services-led approach to help the customer unify their services in an automated hybrid cloud. 

D. Help the customer plan how to update their database applications to better support big data and cloud object
storage. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

When assessing the potential impact of an HPE Edge-to-Cloud solution on an organization\\'s existing infrastructure,
which of the following is a key metric to collect and analyze? 

A. Customer churn rate 

B. Number of product returns 

C. Mean time between failures 

D. Employee satisfaction score 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

What did the acquisition of SGI add to the HPE portfolio? 

A. user and entity and behavior analytics 

B. InfoSight predictive analytics 

C. high-performance computing for real-time analytics 

D. metering of IT resource usage 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which customer initiative suggests an opportunity to discuss HPE solutions for location- based mobile services? 

A. providing disaster recovery for a site 

B. increasing database efficiency 

C. driving customer engagement 
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D. implementing IoT 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

According to IDC, what is the attitude of most Global 500 companies toward digital transformation? 

A. They are skeptical that it will provide a return on investment. 

B. They have completed their digital transformation products and are turning their attention to the next trend. 

C. They are committed to it and have formed dedicatee digital transformation teams. 

D. They are waiting to see if their competitors are successful in implementing it. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Which customer issue does an in-memory database address? 

A. the need for desktop virtualization 

B. the need for flexible storage and compute scaling 

C. the need for data virtualization in the cloud 

D. the need for faster insights from data 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which question can help you uncover a customer\\'s desired business outcomes? 

A. Which areas of your business are over performing and underperforming? 

B. Which IT solution do you think would deliver the most value to your business? 

C. What kind of a return on investment do you expect for your IT projects? 

D. How will you fund your company\\'s digital transformation? 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer tells you their company does not need services because the product warranty will provide sufficient
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protection. How can you explain why the warranty is not sufficient? 

A. The customer needs coverage outside normal business hours. 

B. The customer needs replacement of defective parts. 

C. The customer is responsible for paying shipping costs for replacement parts. 

D. The customer must prove that they did not cause the problem by misconfiguring the product. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

What is one way Aruba solutions enhance unified communications (UC) and collaboration? 

A. by redirecting compute-intensive apps to wired connections 

B. by giving mobile devices highest priority on the network 

C. by providing low latency networks with end-to-end quality of service 

D. by ensuring all forms of traffic are treated in the same way 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Which HPE acquisition provides solutions that help customers secure their loT devices? 

A. Cloud Cruiser 

B. SimpliVity 

C. Niara 

D. SGI 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following is necessary when selecting the appropriate HPE and 3rd party products and services for a
traditional solution? 

A. Designing the solution based on customer requirements 

B. Validating the customer requirements 

C. Architecting the solution 
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D. Documenting customer intent 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

What is one way to explain the benefits of HPE Synergy fluid resource pools to a customer? 

A. Fluid resource pools support workload-specific processing, which optimizes task processing. 

B. Fluid resource pools offer always-on data deduplication and compression. 

C. Fluid resource pools liberate resources stranded in silos, which reduces over- provisioning and CAPEX. 

D. Fluid resource pools enable developers to customize networking functions dynamically in real time. 

Correct Answer: A 
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